
Car phone mount with automatic gravity closure
SKU: TESUNSUPGRAVS

Place your smartphone over the clamp: the holder will close automatically

STABLE AND CONVENIENT

This car phone mount is ideal for your car journeys. It is easily attached to the air vent with the practical clip and gives
perfect stability to your Samsung, Apple, Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo or other smartphone up to a maximum size of 7" . The
gravity closure makes the holder extremely practical.

GRAVITY CLOSURE

This particular closure means you only need one hand to secure your phone to the holder.  Simply place it on the clamp: the
arms will automatically extend to surround it , adapting perfectly to its shape. When you want to release it, simply lift it up
and the arms will release. Maximum stability and convenience.

POSITION IT HOW YOU WANT

Be safe: the holder can swivel and tilt to hold your mobile phone in the most convenient position. This way, you can easily
unlock it via facial recognition without having to touch it.

COLOURED

Choose the colour that best suits your car: the holder comes in different colours.

KEY FEATURES:

for smartphones up to 7"
with gravity closure



attaches to the air vent with a clip
PIVOTS AND TILTS



Car phone mount with automatic gravity closure
SKU: TESUNSUPGRAVS

Technical data
Color: silver  
EAN: 8018417399619  
SKU: TESUNSUPGRAVS  
Weight: 70 g  
Coupling: Auto lock  
Coupling mode: Adjustable clip for air vent  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 7"  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 42 mm  
Width Pack: 75 mm  
Depth Inner: 280 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 65 g  
Width Inner: 270 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 560 mm  
Height Inner: 120 mm  
Weight Inner: 530 g  
Width Master: 410 mm  
Amount Master: 36  
Height Master: 310 mm  
Weight Master: 3930 g  
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